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ABSTRACT
Recent success of Knowledge Graph has spurred widespread interests in methods for the problem
of Knowledge Graph completion. However, efforts to understand the quality of the candidate triples
from these methods, in particular from the schema aspect, have been limited. Indeed, most existing
Knowledge Graph completion methods do not guarantee that the expanded Knowledge Graphs are
consistent with the ontological schema of the initial Knowledge Graph.

In this work, we challenge the silver standard method, by proposing the notion of schema-
correctness. A fundamental challenge is how to make use of different types of Knowledge Graph
completion methods together to improve the production of schema-correct triples. To address this,
we analyse the characteristics of different methods and propose a schema aware iterative approach to
Knowledge Graph completion.

Our main findings are: (i) Some popular Knowledge Graph completion methods have surpris-
ingly low schema-correctness ratio; (ii) Different types of Knowledge Graph completion methods can
work with each other to help overcome individual limitations; (iii) Some iterative sequential combi-
nations of Knowledge Graph completion methods have significantly better schema-correctness and
coverage ratios than other combinations; (iv) All the MapReduce based iterative methods outperform
involved single-pass methods significantly over the tested Knowledge Graphs in terms of productivity
of schema-correct triples.

Our findings and infrastructure can help further work on evaluating Knowledge Graph completion
methods, more fine-grained approaches for schema aware iterative knowledge graph completion, as
well as new approximate reasoning approaches based Knowledge Graph completion methods.

1. Introduction
From the point of view of description logics, a Knowl-

edge Graph (KG) can be seen as an ontology with an entity-
centric view, consisting of a set of interconnected typed en-
tities and their attributes, as well as some schema axioms
for defining the vocabulary (terminology) used in the KG
[55, 50]. In other words, a Knowledge Graph consists of a
set of triples describing entities and the relationships among
these entities. A subset of these triples provides informa-
tion or descriptions about the types of entities recorded in
the Knowledge Graph, summarily regarded as the schema of
the Knowledge Graph (or the TBox of the ontology repre-
sented by the Knowledge Graph). Knowledge Graphs usu-
ally grow fast by incorporating new triples. They exhibit a
certain “dynamicity”. In order to capture changes in the real
world, Knowledge Graphs must be robust in terms of knowl-
edge (triples) being added and deleted. This dynamic na-
ture of Knowledge Graphs raises problems of completeness
and correctness that have to be met accordingly. Moreover,
as pointed out in [56], Knowledge Graphs usually may not
reach “full coverage”, which means that they may not “con-
tain information about each and every entity in the universe”.
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However, completeness is an important propertywhen it comes
to, for example, supporting query answering.

Completeness and correctness, therefore, are two of the
most prominent issues in adding new triples into a Knowl-
edgeGraph. Completeness refers to the coverage of the needed
information for a given task or application by a target Knowl-
edge Graph. We base our notion of correctness on the notion
of consistency from [43]. In addition, we adopt the spirit of
SHACL (the W3C Shapes Constraint Language for validat-
ing RDF graphs)1 on considering domain and range also as
constraints.

In this paper, we investigate the problem of schema aware
Knowledge Graph completion. We refer methods that can
produce new triples to complete aKnowledgeGraph as triple
producers. There are two kinds of completion services for
Knowledge Graphs, one for adding types of entities, called
type prediction, while the other for adding relations between
entities, called link prediction [31]. The latter one is more
challenging, according to a recent survey [56]. In this paper,
we mainly focus on link prediction related triple producers.
Under this category, there are at least two typical types of
triple producers, such as Knowledge Graph embedding and
Rule learning. In schema aware Knowledge Graph comple-
tion, schema can be used by type producers to infer correct
new triples.

Triple producers based on Knowledge Graph embedding
1https://www.w3.org/TR/shacl/#core-components-range
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(KGE), such as TransE [7], TransR [38], TransH [75], STransE
[48] have seen a recent rise in popularity. The idea is to
perform Knowledge Graph completion by learning an em-
bedded representation of entities and relations in Knowledge
Graphs. These representations are then used to predict miss-
ing entities or relationships. In addition to these KGE triple
producers, one can also complete a Knowledge Graph by us-
ing rule learning methods. These type of triple producers
identify or “learn” rules from an existing set of triples (of
a Knowledge Graph) through the identification of relations
between triples. These rules are then, again, applied to this
set of triples, in order to generate new triples. ([72, 25, 81]).

More recently, there have been some efforts to combine
KnowledgeGraph embedding triple producerswith rule learn-
ing triple producers to complete a Knowledge Graph. Such
a combination is used to achieve two different objectives, (1)
using the rules to enhance a embedding model, and (2) us-
ing the embedding to guide the process of generating rules.
KALE [22], RUGE [23], and IterE [83] use such a combi-
nation to achieve the first objective - to enhance the embed-
ding model by applying rules. IterE, for example, addresses
the data sparsity problem of Knowledge Graph embedding
triple producers ([59]) by injecting new triples into the orig-
inal Knowledge Graph.

RUGE and KALE represent triples and rules in a joint
framework in order to enhance the capability of a Knowl-
edge Graph embedding triple producer to predict new facts.
RuLES [25], in contrast, follows the second objective (men-
tioned above) and uses the embedding model to evaluate the
quality of rules. This eventually increases the quality of rules
that are produced through rule learning.

There are also some recent efforts of exploiting schema
of a Knowledge Graph in performing a link prediction task.
These schema-based triple producers embed the axioms of
the schema into a vector space (Embeds [9], TransC [40]), or
even infer new triples to enrich the schema of a Knowledge
Graph (Cose [13]).

None of these triple producers, however, use the schema
of a Knowledge Graph to guide the correctness checking
of new facts. Thus, these triple producers do not guaran-
tee that the new triples produced are correct with regards to
the schema of a Knowledge Graph. In measuring the per-
formance of Knowledge Graph completion triple producers,
the so-called silver standard method [30] is often applied
to measure the performance of Knowledge Graph comple-
tion approaches. This method assumes that the Knowledge
Graph itself is already of reasonable quality. In this paper,
we argue that this assumption need to be reviewed. Our ex-
periment shows that only 19% of the triples in the NELL-
995 Knowledge Graph are correct with regards to the NELL
schema, under the SHACL-enhanced notion of correctness
discussed earlier. One drawback of such an assumption is
that Knowledge Graph completion approaches might learn
incorrect embeddings based on noisy patterns in a Knowl-
edge Graph. Our experiment shows that using TransE for
link prediction over the NELL Knowledge Graph, the cor-
rectness ratio is less than 1% (cf. Table 4).

We, therefore, regard the ontological schema of aKnowl-
edge Graph to present a unique opportunity to both detect
triples (from other triple producers) that do not comply with
the schema (we regard these triples to be “erronous” or “in-
correct”) and also to perform Knowledge Graph completion
by using a semantic reasoning technique.

Our core objective is to produce “correct” triples asmany
as possiblewith respect to the schema of aKnowledgeGraph.
In the silver standard method, some existing links in the data
sub-graph (ABox) are removed for testing if triple produc-
ers can help to recover the missing links. Our goals are
more ambitious: we not only want to make sure the pro-
duced triples are schema-correct, we also want to have as
many schema-correct triples as possible. To measure this,
we introduce the notion of coverage to measure the produc-
tivity of triple producers.

In this paper, we present an iterative approach to apply-
ing different types of triple producers for Knowledge Graph
completion. Our hypothesis is that such an iterative approach
is more effective than existing “single-pass” triple produc-
ers. “Single-pass” triple producer here means that we run
one type of the triple producers once. There are five differ-
ent single-pass triple producers that we used, as follows:

1. single-pass Knowledge Graph Embedding triple pro-
ducers (KB2E-TransE [38]).

2. single-pass rule learning triple producers (RUMIS [72])
3. single-pass triple producer that integrates logic and

learning tightly (KGE-HAKE [84])
4. single-pass triple producer that combine rule learning

and Knowledge Graph Embedding (RuLES [25])
5. single-pass triple producer using Materialization ser-

vice (cf. Section 2) from a reasoner (likeHermiT [66]).
We call our approach as Schema Aware Iterative Knowl-

edge Graph Completion (SIC). It should be noted that the de-
tection of “incorrect” triples (with respect to a schema) plays
an important role in our iterative completion approach. As
we apply Knowledge Graph completion methods iteratively,
the Knowledge Graph will be expanded with new triples at
each iteration. With such an “error detection”, we guaran-
tee that a Knowledge Graph will be expanded / completed
only with “schema-correct” triples, as we retain at each it-
eration only those new triples that comply with the schema.
Furthermore, the error detection process can be seen as an
effective way to provide feedback to the triple producer in
the next iterations, so as to somehow ‘guide’ the triple pro-
ducers to produce correct triples. Such iterative process is
repeated until certain stopping conditions (cf. Section 4.3)
are met.

To perform the aforementioned error detection, one op-
tion is to use reasoning as described by [36]. Another option
is to use some approximate consistency checking method,
which is introduced in [77]. As demonstrated in [77], this
method is very efficient in detecting errors in a Knowledge
Graph containing millions of triples, such as, DBpedia [1].
For this reason, we decide to go with the option of approx-
imate consistency checking. In this paper, we show how
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our schema-aware iterative knowledge completion approach
can produce more correct triples (with respect to a schema)
than the single-pass triple producers, such as, for example,
KB2E-TransE. We use NELL [46] and a subset of DBpedia
[1] for evaluating our approach.

The contributions of this paper can be summarised as
follows:

1. Firstly, we propose the new problems of schema aware
KnowledgeGraph completion, aswell as schema aware
iterativeKnowledgeGraph completion, where the schema
plays a dual role of both producing triples (as one but
not the only one triple producer) and checking the cor-
rectness of produced triples. While there are some
approaches using schema to produce new triples, the
aspect of correctness checking is largely ignored by
existing approaches.

2. We propose to consider both ontological TBox and
SHACL constraints as parts of the schema of Knowl-
edge Graphs. Accordingly, we consider both onto-
logical consistency checking and SHACL constraints
when we define the notion of correctness. Experi-
mental results suggest that the existing correctness no-
tion based on silver standard method is highly ques-
tionable. Existing leading methods on link prediction
based on the silver standard method might need to be
re-evaluated on their effectiveness.

3. We propose a systematic framework to iteratively ex-
ploit existing Knowledge Graph completion methods
and schema based logical reasoning, for both check-
ing correctness and producing triples. Such an iter-
ative framework allows to use schema based correct-
ness checking to provide guidance for triple produc-
ers.

4. We analyse the characteristics of existing triple pro-
ducers and design a few iterative completion patterns
accordingly, for exploiting such characteristics.

5. Our evaluation confirms the underlying hypothesis of
this paper; i.e., an iterative application of a mixture
of different types of completion approaches would be
more effective than one-pass embedding based com-
pletion.

2. Background
The Web Ontology Language OWL, which is based on

Description Logics (DLs), is a key standard schema language
ofKnowledgeGraphs. The second version ofOWL, orOWL
2, was standardised in 2009. It is based on the 
DL ([26]). Compared to the first version of OWL, OWL 2
provides more expressive power, such as a stronger support
for data types ([51, 47]) and rules ([33]). OWL 2 has three
tractable sub-languages, which are OWL 2 EL ([3]), OWL 2
QL ([8]) and OWL 2 RL ([19]).

We define a Knowledge Graph  = ( ∪ ,) as con-
sisting of a set  (ABox) of interconnected typed entities
and their attributes (triples stored in the Knowledge Graph),

Table 1
Some relation axioms

ID Formal Form Description
1 ∃r.⊤ ⊑ A Domain(r) = A
2 ⊤ ⊑ ∀r.A Range (r) = A
3 r ≡ r− Symmetric Relation
4 Disjoint(r, r−) Asymmetric Relation
5 r1 ⊑ r2 Relation Inclusion axioms

and a schema  ∪ , which consists of a set of ontologi-
cal axioms  (TBox) that defines the vocabulary used in a
Knowledge Graph, as well as a set of SHACL constraints  .
In this paper, when the context is clear, we sometimes abuse
the notion and treat  as  ∪  ∪.

The ABox statements captured in the Knowledge Graph
are of the following two forms:

• Relation assertion r(ℎ, t), where r is a relation, ℎ and
t are the entities in the position of subject and ob-
ject (respectively) of the triples of an ABox. In the
triple format, it can be written as (ℎ, r, t). With that,
r is a role that links ℎ and t. For example, playIn-
League(ACMilan, ItalianLeague) is a role assertion.

• Type assertion C(a), where a is an entity, while C is
a type. In the triple format, it can be written as (a,
rdf:type, C). For example, FootballClub(ACMilan) is
a type assertion.

The schema or TBox of a Knowledge Graph is the set of type
and relation axioms. We refer the reader to [4] for detailed
introduction of description logics. Here we only give some
brief and informal introduction. A type axiom is of the form
C ⊑ D, where C and D are type descriptions, such as the
following one: ⊤ | ⊥ | A | ¬C | C ⊓ D | ∃r.C | {o}, where
⊤ is a top type (representing all types), ⊥ is the bottom type
(representing an empty set), A is a named type, r is a relation,
and o is an entity. For example, the types of River and City
being disjoint can be represented as River⊑ ¬City, or River
⊓ City ⊑ ⊥ . Table 1 lists some example relation axioms.
Note, that for the first and second axiom schema listed in
table 1, we allow multiple domains and ranges.

Given a Knowledge Graph = ( ∪ ,  ), we use the
following semantic reasoning services: (1) Consistency check-
ing:  is consistent, if there exists a model that satisfies all
statements in  and. (2) Classification: this service com-
putes all the subsumptions among named concepts in  . (3)
Entailment checking: this service checks if an axiom � is a
consequence of  ∪  , or  ∪  ⊧ �. (4) Materialisation:
this service computes all individuals of concepts and roles
in . (5) Justification: given a reasoning task t over  and its
result r, this service computes the minimal subsets of  that
justifies the result r. Reasoning services can be provided by
existing reasoners, such as HermiT [66] and TrOWL [70].

The two-layer architecture of OWL 2 discussed earlier
allows the approximation of OWL 2 ontologies with ontolo-
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gies expressed in a tractable OWL sub-language, such as ap-
proximations with OWL 2 QL ([54]), OWL 2 EL ([52, 64])
and OWL 2 RL ([85]), so as to exploit efficient and scalable
reasoners of these sub-languages. The popularity of approx-
imate reasoning methods is mainly due to the following rea-
sons:

1. Some optimal approximation approaches, such as se-
mantic approximation [54], can preserve both sound-
ness and completeness of reasoning for large categories
of practical queries. In other words, such queries can-
not tell the differences between the original Knowl-
edge Graphs and their approximations. Note that the
optimality does not come for free; i.e., optimal ap-
proximations are oftenmore expensive to compute than
non-optimal approximations.

2. Some non-optimal approximation approaches, such as
some faithful syntactic approximations [52, 64], pro-
vide a good trade-off between completeness and effi-
ciency. For example, the approximate reaosner TrOWL
[70] outperforms some sound and complete reasoners
in the Ontology REasoning (ORE) competitions.

3. Real-world knowledge and data are hardly perfect or
fully digitised. It is a complex task to build a compre-
hensive schema for a large Knowledge Graph. That is
why Knowledge Graph completion techniques are so
popular these days. Many of these methods, as dis-
cussed earlier, do not even use schema for producing
new triples.

In this paper, two reasoning services are most relevant:
on the one hand, materialisation is a powerful tool for com-
pleting a Knowledge Graph. On the other hand, consistency
checking is helpful for checking if the new triples suggested
by embedding-based or rule-based triple producers are con-
sistent with the schema of the target Knowledge Graph.

The Shapes Constraint Language (SHACL) is a recent
W3C language for the validation ofKnowledgeGraphs, which
has been adopted by mainstream tools and triple stores. A
SHACL schema is a collection of shapes, which are con-
straints that an RDF graph should satisfy. SHACL cannot
replace the ontological consistency checking service men-
tioned earlier; however, it could introduce additional con-
straints for target Knowledge Graphs.

In this paper, we also consider a set of SHACL con-
straints  as part of the schema of Knowledge Graphs. Note
that not all existing Knowledge Graphs have SHACL con-
straints. From a practical perspective, we can reuse some
axioms, such as domain and range, in  as constraints in
the spirit of SHACL. In this paper, domain and range state-
ments from  are also considered as constraints in  as fol-
lows. A domain statement Domain(r)=A can be represented
in a SHACL constraint as follows:
ex:domainShape

a sh:NodeShape ;
sh:property [
sh:path [ sh:inversePath r ] ;
sh:class A ;

] .
A range statement Range(r)=A can be represented as a SHACL
constraint as follows:
ex:rangeShape

a sh:NodeShape ;
sh:property [
sh:path r ;
sh:class A ;
] .

We finalize this section by briefly explaining the differences
between a domain (range) axiom and a domain (range) con-
straint: given a triple (h, r, t), a domain (range) axiom Do-
main(r)=A (Range(r)=A) infers that A(h) (resp. A(t)). How-
ever, a domain (range) constraint demands that h (resp. t)
must be an instance of A. SHACL constraints can be repre-
sented, e.g., as SPARQL ASK queries.2

3. Problem Statement
3.1. Schema Aware Knowledge Graph Completion

Given a Knowledge Graph = ( ∪ ,  ), the task of
“schema-aware” Knowledge Graph completion is to make
use of the schema  ∪  for generating a set of schema-
correct triples for the data sub-graph  . Here, the schema
 ∪  is not only used to produce, together with existing
triple producers, such as embedding based or rule based ones,
a set of new triples  through materialisation, but also to de-
tect the schema-correct subset′ (cf. Def 1) of  . Some ex-
isting work uses schema information for Knowledge Graph
completion; however, they do not use the schema to identify
whether triples generated during the completion process are
schema-correct. For example, Embeds [9] and TransC [40]
consider domain and range axioms, or even disjointness ax-
ioms in the case of [13]; however, these axioms are not used
as constraints to check correctness.

We regard triples of a Knowledge Graph as being either
correct, incorrect, or unknown in terms of their compliance
with the schema of a Knowledge Graph. A triple is schema-
correct, if it is consistent with the schema of a Knowledge
Graph, it is considered as schema-incorrect if it is not con-
sistent with the TBox  of a Knowledge Graph, and it is re-
garded as schema-unknown, if it neither schema-correct nor
schema-incorrect; in other words, it is consistent with  but
not yet satisfying the constraints in  , due to lack of some
type information for h or t.
Definition 1. Given a Knowledge Graph = ( ∪ , ), a
triple (h,r,t), where h and t are entities and r is an object
property in  , with Cℎ, Ct being some types of h and t resp.,
andDr, Rr being some domain and range of r. We say (h,r,t)
is a schema-correct triple w.r.t.  if:

1. the expanded Knowledge Graph  ∪∪ (h,r,t) is con-
sistent, and

2. Cℎ ≡ Dr and Ct ≡ Rr (domain and range constraints
in  ).

2https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
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Table 2
The inconsistency justification patterns

ID TBox subset of the Pattern ABox subset of the Pattern
1 Domain(r)=D, D ⊓ A ⊑ ⊥ (e1, r, e2), (e1, rdf:type, A)
2 Range(r)=R, R ⊓ A ⊑ ⊥ (e1, r, e2), (e2, rdf:type, A)
3 Asymmetric(r) (e1, r, e2), (e2, r, e1)
4 Symmetric(r1), Asymmetric(r2), r1 ⊑ r2 (e1, r1, e2)
5 Symmetric(r2), Asymmetric(r3), (e1, r1, e2)

r1 ⊑ r2, r1 ⊑ r3
6 Irreflexive(r) (e1, r, e1)
7 Asymmetric(r1), InverseOf(r1,r2) (e1, r1, e2), (e1, r2, e2)

Note that in the above definition, domain and range are
used as constraints in  , so as to ensure that the types of the
head entity (tail entity) matches some domain (range, resp.)
of the relation.
Definition 2. Given a Knowledge Graph = ( ∪ ,  ),
a triple (h,r,t), where h and t are entities and r is an ob-
ject property in  , with Cℎ, Ct being some types of h and t
resp., and Dr, Rr being the domain and range of r, (h,r,t) is
a schema-incorrect triple w.r.t.  if:

1.  ∪ ⊧ Cℎ ⊓ Dr ⊑ ⊥ , or
2.  ∪ ⊧ Ct ⊓ Rr ⊑ ⊥.

A schema-incorrect triple is not consistent with the schema
of a Knowledge Graph.
Definition 3. Given a Knowledge Graph = ( ∪ , ), a
triple (h,r,t), where h and t are entities and r is an object
property in  , (h,r,t) is a schema-unknown triple w.r.t.  if
it is neither schema-correct nor schema-incorrect w.r.t.  .

The following examples, taken from a small subset of
the NELL-995 Knowledge Graph, illustrate schema-correct,
schema-incorrect, and schema-unknown triples. For exam-
ple, here are some schema axioms/constraints and type as-
sertions:

• Domain(leads_geopolitical_organization) = Person
• Range(leads_geopolitical_organization) =Geopolitical-

organization
• Person ⊓ Geopoliticalorganization ⊑ ⊥
• Person(mugabe), Person(trump), City(summit), Geopo-

liticalorganization(african_country)
Here are three relation assertions.
1. leads_geopolitical_organization(mugabe, african_country)
2. leads_geopolitical_organization(mugabe,trump)
3. leads_geopolitical_organization(mugabe, summit)
Based on the TBox information, the relation assertion 1

is a schema-correct triple; the relation assertion 2 is a schema-
incorrect triple, and the relation assertion 3 is a schema-
unknown triple.

3.2. Schema Aware Iterative Knowledge Graph
Completion

In this paper, we focus on a sub-problem of schema aware
Knowledge Graph completion, namely Schema Aware Iter-
ative Knowledge Graph Completion (SIC), where a consis-
tency checking method with triple producers (a Knowledge
Graph embedding method, a rule learning method, and an
ontology reasoning method for materialisation) to detect the
inconsistencies that either already exist in the Knowledge
Graph, or are introduced by triple producers in an iterative
process, so that only the schema-correct triples will be used
in the next iteration step of completion.

In other words, the Knowledge Graph completion pro-
cess is not a one-off process. One related question is how to
measure the progress in each iteration in terms of correctness
and completeness.
3.3. Correctness and Coverage Levels

In fact, correctness and completeness are key measures
even for one-step Knowledge Graph completion, although
most existing approaches only address completeness by per-
forming link prediction. To properly measure the effective-
ness of triple producers, we propose some functions to cal-
culate the correctness and coverage levels.
3.3.1. Correctness Ratio

Based on the notion of schema-correctness in Definition
1, we propose the correctness level function fCorrectness tocalculate the correctness ratio of a Knowledge Graph com-
pletion approach across all iterations:

fCorrectness =
1
n
∗

n
∑

i=1

|′
i|

|i|
(1)

where  i is the set of new triples produced by a triple pro-
ducer at iteration i, ′

i is the set of schema-correct triples
contained in  i. It is clear that the score of fCorrectness isbetween 0 and 1. In the case of a one-off Knowledge Graph
completion, n in (1) is set to 1.

In this paper, we use correctness ratio to measure the per-
formance of different triple producers, in terms of schema-
correctness.
3.3.2. Coverage Ratio

The measure of completeness is more debatable. As dis-
cussed in the Introduction, the so-called silver standardmethod
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[30] is often applied to measure the performance of Knowl-
edge Graph completion approaches. This method assumes
that theKnowledgeGraph itself is already of reasonable qual-
ity. Our experiment shows that only 19% of the triples in the
NELL-995 Knowledge Graph are schema-correct (cf. Def-
inition 1) with regards to the NELL schema. Our recom-
mendation is, therefore, that the schema-correct subset of
the target Knowledge Graph, rather than the target Knowl-
edge Graph itself, should be used as the silver standard.

Without knowing the ‘complete’ Knowledge Graph, it is
rather hard to define a proper measure for completeness. In-
stead, in this paper, we use the notion of coverage, to account
for the scale of schema-correct triples added into the original
Knowledge Graph, thanks to the Knowledge Graph comple-
tion process. Accordingly, we propose a function fCoverageto calculate the coverage ratio of a Knowledge Graph:

fCoverage =

n
∑

i=1
|′

i|

||

(2)

where ′
i is the set of schema-correct triples in iteration

i, and  is a subset of the target Knowledge Graph  that
consists of schema-unknown plus schema-correct triples.

These two functions are used to calculate in our itera-
tive completion approach how many schema-correct triples
′ can be collected. We continue calculating the′ at each
iteration, until a triple producer does not produce new triples
anymore. We sum the measurements taken for each ′ set
from the first to the last iteration and then divide it by the
size of  , the subset of  . Larger fCoverage scores are an
indication that the used triple producer has produced a high
number of new triples.
3.3.3. Harmonic Average Ratio

We propose a third function fCorrectness,Coverage, whichis the harmonic means of fcorrectness and fcoverage, in order
to balance the correctness and coverage levels. Our ultimate
goal is to find out which approach can produce the highest
number of new and schema-correct triples.

fCorrectness,Coverage =
2 ∗ fCorrectness ∗ fCoverage
fCorrectness + fCoverage

(3)

4. Our Approach
In this section, we present the SIC (Schema-aware Iter-

ative Completion) approach3 to addressing the problem of
schema-aware iterative Knowledge Graph completion intro-
duced in Section 3.2. In this approach, the completion of a
Knowledge Graph takes place in an iterative fashion. Dur-
ing each micro-iteration, a few triple producers are used se-
quentially to generate new candidate triples, which are then
checked by a correctness checking component to identify the
schema-correct triples. The schema-correct triples are then

3Please see https://github.com/bagindokemas/SAIKGC for the implemen-
tation

used in the next iteration of the SIC approach. This iterative
process is repeated until some stopping condition is satisfied.

Our SIC approach assumes that a target KnowledgeGraph
has a schema, which at least contains subsumption hierar-
chies, as well as domain and range information. However,
for Knowledge Graphs that lack a schema, one can use on-
tology learning tools (cf. [55] to generate a schema for such
a Knowledge Graph). For Knowledge Graphs with incom-
plete schema (for example, lacking any domain and range in-
formation), we refer the reader to use the methods described
[71, 41, 57] to enrich such a schema.

In this iterative process, the expandedKnowledgeGraphs
can become a lot larger than the original Knowledge Graph.
Due to the scalability issues of sound and complete reason-
ers, such as FACT++, when being run against the DBpe-
dia Knowledge Graph, we decided to use the approximate
consistency checking (ACC) method that was introduced in
[77]. This approach allows the detection of logical inconsis-
tencies in the DBpedia Knowledge Graph by using the so-
called “inconsistency justification patterns” shown in table
2. It took about 5 hours to detect the inconsistent triples in
DBpedia version 2016-04 with ACC. In contrast, a recent
experiment described in [58] showed that using the HermiT
reasoner [66] for detecting the logical inconsistencies in DB-
pedia consumed 15 days.

We consider three kinds of triple producers: (i) Knowl-
edgeGraph embeddingmethods (“E-method”), (ii) rule learn-
ingmethods (“R-method”), (iii) materialization services (“M-
method”). The triple producers used in our approach are
only loosely coupled, which allows an arbitrary combination
of them.
4.1. Characteristics of Different Triple Producers

To better understand the characteristics of the three triple
producers, we designed an experiment with two Knowledge
Graphs: the NELL-995 Knowledge Graph, and a subset re-
lated to political issues from the DBpedia Knowledge Graph
(DBped-P). We expanded these Knowledge Graphs by using
three triple producers: KB2E-TransE [38] (E-method), RU-
MIS [72] (R-method), and a materialization service using
the HermiT reasoner [66] (M-method).

We modified KB2E-TransE so that only the top 10 pre-
dictions are produced. This was done to limit the number
of predictions by this embedding algorithm. Otherwise, the
“Approximate ConsistencyChecking” (ACC) algorithm [77]
would have to check all the possibilities, which is not neces-
sary and very costly. Our modification of KB2E-TransE in-
serts a loop before the calculation of the parameter “HIT” to
output the triples. HIT is the parameter that is commonly re-
ported by Knowledge Graph embedding methods and refers
to how many correct triples are contained in the top N pre-
dictions. We used the ACC algorithm to check whether the
R-method and E-method produce schema-incorrect triples.
Triples produced by the M-method are always correct with
respect to the schema. We present the results in Table 3.

Here are some observations regarding the results in Ta-
ble 3:
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Table 3
The comparison of the performance among R (Rule-based), E (Embedding-based) and
M (Materialisation-based) methods. The column  denotes the number of new triples
produced by a triple producer. The column #R denotes the number of relations that exist
on the new triples that are produced by a triple producer. The column #IT denotes the
number of schema-incorrect triples that are produced by a triple producer. The column
%OIT denotes the percentage of schema-incorrect triples from all new triples that are
produced by a triple producer.

KGs R-method E-method M-method
 #R #IT %OIT  #R #IT %OIT  #R #IT %OIT

NELL-995 600,449 6 136,196 22.68 201,370 110 106,319 52.80 42,692 184 0 0
DBped-P 334,537 2 0 0 637,479 142 227,963 35.76 152 13 0 0

1. The R-method and E-method produce more candidate
triples than the M-method. This somehow confirms
why these two types of triple producers are so popular;

2. The E-method produces a lot more incorrect triples
than the R-method;

3. Among the threemethods, the E-method produces triples
with the highest number of relations. The R-method
generates triples with far fewer relations than the other
twomethods. The relations produced by theM-method
for triples are schema-dependent.

4. The R-method has a “cold start problem”. It is not
able to produce any new triples if a Knowledge Graph
is small (such as less than 30k triples) and has a simple
data sub-graph.

The above observations suggest that there is a need to
combine these three triple producers to producemore schema-
correct triples. In general, the R-method can produce many
candidate triples with relatively low schema-incorrectness
ratio, but it has the cold start issue. Accordingly, we think
there are some potential benefits of combining the individual
triple producers together:

• For small Knowledge Graphs, the E-method could be
used to produce more triples, mitigating the cold start
problem that exists for the R-method; and

• The M-method can help to produce further schema-
correct triples for the other two methods to learn from,
in particular to the R-method, due to its cold start is-
sue.

4.2. Completion with Multiple Triple Producers
Now that we see some potential benefits of combining

triple producers, we design a small-scale experiment to ver-
ify the idea, running an M-method, an E-method and an
R-method sequentially. We perform one ACC after the E-
method and one after the R-method. In the following, we
represent such a sequence with this simple form: “M-E-R”.

As shown in Table 4, in terms of fCoverage, for theDBped-PKnowledgeGraph, the combined approach produces amuch
better coverage level (2.29) than any of the individual ap-
proaches. However, for the NELL-995 Knowledge Graph,
the R-method alone achieved higher coverage than combined

completion, because the E-method produces many schema-
unknown triples, which lower the coverage level of the com-
bined approach.

As for the fcorrectness, table 4 shows that the fCorrectnessof the E-method andR-method is consistently lower than that
of the iterative approach. The M-method has a very high
correctness but its coverage is much lower than the Iterative
Completion.
4.3. Iterative Combined Completion

One key advantage of combined approach is that we could
execute the completion process in an iterative manner. Run-
ning an individual triple producer repeatly does not produce
new completion result. However, this paper shows that com-
bining triple producers can produce new triples in an itera-
tivemanner. In our approach, each iteration has a pattern like
M-E-R. In what follows, we further investigate which com-
binations of the three triple producers in an iterative way are
most effective.

We investigate two kinds of SIC approaches: (a) schema
aware iterative completion based on sequential combinations
(or simply, Classic SIC), or and (b) the schema aware it-
erative completion based on sequential combinations using
“MapReduce” (or simply, MapReduce SIC). The MapRe-
duce SIC is needed since after a few iterations, expanded
Knowledge Graphs can become rather large. In the clas-
sic combination, we choose KB2E-TransE as the Knowledge
Graph embedding method (E-method) and RUMIS as the
rule learning method (R-method). As for the MapReduce
combination, we choose TransC as the Knowledge Graph
embeddingmethod (E-method) and RuLES as the rule learn-
ing method (R-method). We choose these methods because,
in their respective categories, they are themost efficientmeth-
ods.
4.3.1. Classic SIC

When combining triple producers (e.g. in a sequential
fashion), the following observations about the role of each
triple producer can be made:

• E-method: In case of a small Knowledge Graph (less
than 30k triples), the E-method helps to address the
cold-start problem of the R-method.

• R-method: this method acts as the main contributor of
Wiharja et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 7 of 20
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Table 4
The comparison of the fCorrectness and fCoverage between individual and combined completion:
Cov for coverage and Corr for correctness.

KG E-method R-method M-method Combined
Cov Corr Cov Corr Cov Corr Cov Corr

NELL-995 0.0053 0.0037 1.55 0.36 0.3 1 0.61 0.39
DBped-P 0.34 0.18 0.69 0.59 0.0004 1 2.29 0.64

good quality new triples as it can produce more triples
than the other producers.

• M-method: this method can play two roles: 1) infer-
ring new triples based on the schema of a Knowledge
Graph, and 2) increasing the performance of other triple
producers by providing schema-correct triples to sub-
sequent producers.

The approximate consistency checking (ACC) acts as a “cleanup”
step for each expanded graph as produced by the E-method
and R-method.

ACC takes two inputs, a Knowledge Graph that should
be tested for inconsistencies (we call it the Initial Knowledge
Graph IKG), and a set of Inconsistency Justification Patterns
(see table 2). Inconsistency Justification Patterns are derived
through a scanning process applied to the TBox part of the
Knowledge Graph. Given this input, ACC groups all triples
in the Knowledge Graph into three subsets: schema-correct,
schema-incorrect, and schema-unknown.

Due to the limits of computing resources used in these
experiments, it emerged that after many iterations, our ap-
proach expanded the initial Knowledge Graph to a particular
size (number of triples) that cannot be handled by an embed-
ding method nor a rule learning method.
4.3.2. MapReduce SIC

In order to meet this challenge, we created a version of
our SIC method that uses the MapReduce algorithm. Each
iteration is now separated into two main phases, implement-
ing the Map and the Reduce phase respectively. In the Map
phase, we partition the initial Knowledge Graph (IKG) into
several partitions. A number of p triple producers are ap-
plied to these partitions in order to produce new triples. In
the subsequent Reduce phase, the following steps are done
during an iteration i:

• Merging all the outputs/new facts that are produced
by all triple producers. The result set of this merge
process isM i;

• Remove duplicate triples inM i, resulting in set DM i

that is the result of this removal process;
• CompareDM i and the initial KnowledgeGraph (IKG)

to produce the set RN i of new triples;
• ProcessRN i, and the schema of the initial Knowledge

Graph by using the approximate consistency check-
ing ACC, and produce schema-correct triples (SCT),
schema-incorrect triples (SIT), and schema-unknown
triples (SUT);

• Prepare the input for the Map phase of the next triple
producer.

Each iteration consists of different triple producers, which
may be either the R-method, E-method, or M-method. Im-
mediately after applying the E-method or R-method, we al-
ways run ACC as the cleanup step.

Figure 1 shows a typical order of an iteration in Map
Reduce SIC. In total, we have 2 Map phases and 2 Reduce
phases for each iteration. P1 until P5 are the partitions of
the initial Knowledge Graph. RL 1 until RL 5 refer to five
Rule Learning methods that run in parallel. NT1 until NT5
are the new triples that are produced by the triple producers.
E1 until E5 refer to five embedding methods that run in par-
allel. As Figure 1 shows, at each iteration, given an initial
Knowledge Graph, we will determine the optimal number of
triples (n) that can be processed by a triple producer. Based
on this number n, we can set the number of triple producers
that will work in parallel in the Map phase (we only do this
for the rule learning methods and embedding methods).

The order of the triple producers is the same through-
out all the iterations. We repeat the iterations until a stop-
ping condition is satisfied. By assuming that the number
of correct new triples that are produced at the end of the
nth iteration is NCTN , we define the stopping condition as
NCTN
NCTN−1

≤ 1%. We choose 1% as the threshold because,
based on our experiments, if we continue to run the triple
producers after reaching less than 1%, the triple producers
will produce 0 triples. Otherwise, if the stopping condition
is not satisfied, a new iteration will start. From three dif-
ferent triple producers, we propose the following 6 types of
combinations:

• E-method, ACC, M-method, R-method, ACC (E-M-
R)

• E-method, ACC, R-method, ACC, M-method (E-R-
M)

• M-method, R-method, ACC, E-method, ACC (M-R-
E)

• M-method, E-method, ACC, R-method, ACC (M-E-
R)

• R-method, ACC, M-method, E-method, ACC (R-M-
E)

• R-method, ACC, E-method, ACC, M-method (R-E-
M)
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Figure 1: An illustration of one iteration in SIC

The decision, which type(s) of combination(s) to use in
our experiments, was based on the following three metrics:
(1) the number of schema-correct new triples ′ produced
by a combination, (2) the number of relations #R that we
find from the schema-correct triples after a combination has
finished, and (3) the percentage of the new triples that are

Table 5
The alternative combinations of Iterative Completion

The combination ′ #R %′

E-M-R 18,593 23 8.48%
E-R-M 4,587 2 2.87%
M-R-E 77,532 185 92.31%
M-E-R 78,236 185 49.79%
R-M-E 307,785 181 37.58%
R-E-M 310,160 185 36.33%

schema-correct (%′ ).
We conducted an additional experiment on the NELL-

995 Knowledge Graph in order to support this decision pro-
cess.

Table 5 shows that the highest percentage of new cor-
rect triples are achieved by combination M-R-E. This is due
to the M-method generating schema-correct triples that are
subsequently fed into R-method, resulting in the production
of 92.31% schema-correct triples. However, the number of
new triples that this combination produces is still far less
than the number produced by combinations R-M-E and R-E-
M. We also observe that combination E-M-R and combina-
tion E-R-M are not promising combinations. Since the pri-
mary focus of our research is to increase the coverage of the
Knowledge Graph, i.e., to produce as many schema-correct
triples as possible, we decided to choose M-R-E, M-E-R, R-
M-E, and R-E-M as the main combinations in our detailed
empirical studies outlined in section 5. For each combina-
tion, we outline an algorithm to explain how a particular
combination of triple producers is applied to a Knowledge
Graph: algorithm 1 outlines the application of combination
R-E-M, algorithm 2 outlines the application of combination
R-M-E, algorithm 3 outlines the application of combination
M-R-E, and algorithm 4 outlines the application of combi-
nation M-E-R.

5. Evaluation
We perform an empirical study, evaluating our approach

for completion accuracy. In terms of the experimental setup
for evaluating completion accuracy, we compare 5 types of
single-pass triple producers (cf. Table 8) with two different
combinations of schema-aware iterative completion (SIC),
which are classic combination (cf. Table 6) and MapReduce
combination (cf. Table 7) in terms of fCorrectness, fCoverage,and fCorrectness,Coverage.In Table 9, we illustrate schema-correct, schema-incorrect,
and schema-unknown triples that are produced by our ap-
proach.
5.1. Datasets

InKnowledgeGraph completion, there are several Knowl-
edge Graphs that are considered as the benchmarks [2],[65]:
Freebase, Wordnet, DBpedia, and NELL-995. Freebase is
an open and collaborativeKnowledgeGraph publicly launched
in 2007 and closed in 2015 [69]. It contains more than 3 bil-
lion triples about almost 50 million entities. Freebase does
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Algorithm 1MapReduce for SIC (combination 1)
1: functionMAPREDUCE(IKG(i), �, �)
2: while TRUE do
3: determine n
4: p← (size of IKGi)/n
5: Θ(i)1 ← RuleLearning1(IKG(i)1 )
6: Θ(i)2 ← RuleLearning2(IKG(i)2 )
7: .........
8: Θ(i)p ← RuleLearningp(IKG(i)p )
9: M i

R ←Merge(Θ(i)1 until Θ(i)p )
10: DM i

R ← RemoveDuplicate(M i
R)

11: RN i
R ← Compare(DM i

R, IKG
(i))

12: �(i)R ← APR(RN i
R, �, �)

13: IFEi ← Merge(IKGi,�(i)R )
14: q ← (size of IFEi)/n
15: Θ(i)1 ← Embedding1(IFE(i)1 )
16: Θ(i)2 ← Embedding2(IFE(i)2 )
17: .........
18: Θ(i)q ← Embeddingq(IFE(i)q )
19: M i

E ←Merge(Θ(i)1 until Θ(i)q )
20: DM i

E ← RemoveDuplicate(M i
E)

21: RN i
E ← Compare(DM i

E ,IFE(i))
22: �(i)E ← APR(RN i

E , �, �)

23: IFMi ←Merge(IFEi,�(i)E )
24: �(i)M ←Materialize(IFMi)
25: if �(i)M == IKGi then
26: BREAK
27: else
28: IKGi+1 ← �(i)M
29: end if
30: return (�(i)R , �(i)E , �(i)M )
31: end while
32:end function

not have a rigid hierarchy of types or concepts. It even al-
lows conflicting and contradictory types and properties [6].
Hence, Freebase only has a very simple and poorly designed
schema. Wordnet, as stated in [44], “is a large lexical database
of English. It contains Nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs
which are grouped into sets of cognitive synonyms (synsets),
each expressing a distinct concept”. Wordnet has 79689 synsets.
90.37% of these synsets are concepts and only 9.63% are en-
tities or instances [45]. The less number of instances make
the Wordnet Knowledge Graph does not have any sufficient
triples. DBpedia is a large-scale, multilingual Knowledge
Graph that is made by the community by extracting struc-
tured data from Wikipedia editions in 111 languages. It has
3 billion triples and also a manually created schema that con-
tains 685 concepts, which form a subsumption hierarchy,
and 2,795 different properties [35]. NELL-995, short for
Never Ending Language Learner, is created through a semi-

Algorithm 2 MapReduce for SIC (combination 2)
1: functionMAPREDUCE(IKG(i), �, �)
2: while TRUE do
3: determine n
4: p← (size of IKGi)/n
5: Θ(i)1 ← RuleLearning1(IKG(i)1 )
6: Θ(i)2 ← RuleLearning2(IKG(i)2 )
7: .........
8: Θ(i)p ← RuleLearningp(IKG(i)p )
9: M i

R ←Merge(Θ(i)1 until Θ(i)p )
10: DM i

R ← RemoveDuplicate(M i
R)

11: RN i
R ← Compare(DM i

R, IKG
(i))

12: �(i)R ← APR(RN i
R, �, �)

13: IFMi ←Merge(IKGi,�(i)R )
14: �(i)M ←Materialize(IFMi)

15: IFEi ←Merge(IFMi,�(i)M )
16: q ← (size of IFEi)/n
17: Θ(i)1 ← Embedding1(IFE(i)1 )
18: Θ(i)2 ← Embedding2(IFE(i)2 )
19: .........
20: Θ(i)q ← Embeddingq(IFE(i)q )
21: M i

E ←Merge(Θ(i)1 until Θ(i)q )
22: DM i

E ← RemoveDuplicate(M i
E)

23: RN i
E ← Compare(DM i

E ,IFE(i))
24: �(i)E ← APR(RN i

E , �, �)

25: if �(i)E == IKGi then
26: BREAK
27: else
28: IKGi+1 ← �(i)E
29: end if
30: return (�(i)R , �(i)E , �(i)M )
31: end while
32:end function

supervised machine-learning algorithm that crawls the web
and learsn common sense facts about the world without hu-
man supervision [46]. The result of this unsupervised learn-
ing process is a Knowledge Graph that contains more than
1.2million entities and 100K relationships [60]. The schema
of the NELL-995 Knowledge Graph has 1187 concepts, 894
object properties and many types of object property axioms,
such as inverse object properties, functional object property,
asymmetric object property, irreflexive object property, and
object property domain and range. Our notion of consistency
in this paper relies on 2 criteria: (1) high enough number of
triples, and (2) a schema that has a rigid hierarchy of con-
cepts and rich object properties. From all the benchmarks in
Knowledge Graph Completion, only the NELL-995 andDB-
pedia Knowledge Graphs fulfill these criteria. Therefore, we
decided to evaluate our approach with both the NELL-995
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Algorithm 3MapReduce for SIC (combination 3)
1: functionMAPREDUCE(IKG(i), �, �)
2: while TRUE do
3: IFMi ← IKGi
4: �(i)M ←Materialize(IFMi)
5: determine n
6: IFRi ←Merge(IFMi,�(i)M )
7: p← (size of IFRi)/n
8: Θ(i)1 ← RuleLearning1(IFR(i)1 )
9: Θ(i)2 ← RuleLearning2(IFR(i)2 )

10: .........
11: Θ(i)p ← RuleLearningp(IFR(i)p )
12: M i

R ←Merge(Θ(i)1 until Θ(i)p )
13: DM i

R ← RemoveDuplicate(M i
R)

14: RN i
R ← Compare(DM i

R, IKG
(i))

15: �(i)R ← APR(RN i
R, �, �)

16: IFEi ←Merge(IFRi,�(i)R )
17: q ← (size of IFEi)/n
18: Θ(i)1 ← Embedding1(IFE(i)1 )
19: Θ(i)2 ← Embedding2(IFE(i)2 )
20: .........
21: Θ(i)q ← Embeddingq(IFE(i)q )
22: M i

E ←Merge(Θ(i)1 until Θ(i)q )
23: DM i

E ← RemoveDuplicate(M i
E)

24: RN i
E ← Compare(DM i

E ,IFE(i))
25: �(i)E ← APR(RN i

E , �, �)

26: if �(i)E == IKGi then
27: BREAK
28: else
29: IKGi+1 ← �(i)E
30: end if
31: return (�(i)R , �(i)E , �(i)M )
32: end while
33:end function

and DBpedia Knowledge Graphs.
The NELL-995 Knowledge Graph is a dataset developed

at Carnegie Mellon University and contains 142,065 triples.
In terms of the DBpedia Knowledge Graph, we only pro-
cess a subset of DBpedia because of limited computational
resources 4, which only includes 352,754 triples that are re-
lated to a political issues, called DBped-P.
5.2. Results for fCoverageWe can see from Tables 6 and 7, that for both the NELL-
995 and DBped-P Knowledge Graph, the combinations R-
M-E and R-E-M produce best results. Both of them use the
R-method as the first triple producer.

In combinationR-E-Mof classic SIC, the R-method helps
4http://wiki.dbpedia.org/downloads-2016-04

Algorithm 4 MapReduce for SIC (combination 4)
1: functionMAPREDUCE(IKG(i), �, �)
2: while TRUE do
3: IFMi ← IKGi
4: �(i)M ←Materialize(IFMi)
5: determine n
6: IFEi ←Merge(IFMi,�(i)M )
7: q ← (size of IFEi)/n
8: Θ(i)1 ← Embedding1(IFE(i)1 )
9: Θ(i)2 ← Embedding2(IFE(i)2 )
10: .........
11: Θ(i)q ← Embeddingq(IFE(i)q )
12: M i

E ←Merge(Θ(i)1 until Θ(i)q )
13: DM i

E ← RemoveDuplicate(M i
E)

14: RN i
E ← Compare(DM i

E ,IFE(i))
15: �(i)E ← APR(RN i

E , �, �)

16: IFRi ←Merge(IFEi,�(i)E )
17: p← (size of IFRi)/n
18: Θ(i)1 ← RuleLearning1(IFR(i)1 )
19: Θ(i)2 ← RuleLearning2(IFR(i)2 )
20: .........
21: Θ(i)p ← RuleLearningp(IFR(i)p )
22: M i

R ←Merge(Θ(i)1 until Θ(i)p )
23: DM i

R ← RemoveDuplicate(M i
R)

24: RN i
R ← Compare(DM i

R, IKG
(i))

25: �(i)R ← APR(RN i
R, �, �)

26: if �(i)R == IKGi then
27: BREAK
28: else
29: IKGi+1 ← �(i)R
30: end if
31: return (�(i)R , �(i)E , �(i)M )
32: end while
33:end function

the E-method by providing more than 200k of new triples for
the NELL-995 Knowledge Graph and more than 5 million
new triples for the DBped-P Knowledge Graph as an input.
Such inputs help the E-method to produce more new triples.
With the new and schema-correct triples that are produced
by the R-method and E-method, the productivity of the M-
method in producing new triples increased 100% (compare
that with a situation where the M-method acts as an individ-
ual triple producer).

As for the combination R-E-M of the MapReduce SIC
approach (using theDBped-PKnowledgeGraph), in the early
iterations (iteration 1 until 10), every triple producer only
processes a small number of triples ( < 200k triples). This
impacts negatively on the productivity of each triple pro-
ducer in producing new triples. However, after the initial
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Table 6
The result of the completion accuracy for classic SIC

KGs R-M-E R-E-M M-R-E M-E-R
Corr Cov Hav Corr Cov Hav Corr Cov Hav Corr Cov Hav

NELL-995 0.14 2.30 0.27 0.13 2.28 0.25 0.47 0.59 0.52 0.39 0.61 0.48
DBped-P 0.70 18.13 1.35 0.70 17.47 1.35 0.76 3.06 1.22 0.64 2.29 0.99

Table 7
The result of the completion accuracy for MapReduce SIC

KGs R-M-E R-E-M M-R-E M-E-R
Corr Cov Hav Corr Cov Hav Corr Cov Hav Corr Cov Hav

NELL-995 0.35 26.41 0.69 0.25 23.13 0.49 0.26 13.03 0.50 0.24 16.87 0.48
DBped-P 0.93 4.34 1.54 0.94 39.11 1.84 0.91 5.12 1.54 0.77 9.9 1.42

Knowledge Graph grows to > 4 million triples (this number
is reached in iteration 42), each triple producer processes
more than 500k triples. This eventually boosts the perfor-
mance of each triple producer. In iteration 43, the RuLES
triple producer produces more than 5 million new triples and
the TransC triple producer producesmore than 1million new
triples. The combination R-E-M of MapReduce SIC stops at
iteration 44, where it successfully scores 39.11 points for the
metric fCoverage .As for the combination R-M-E ofMapReduce SIC (using
the NELL-995 Knowledge Graph), at each iteration, RuLES
and TransC produce ±20k triples on average. This even-
tually increases the size (size here refers to the number of
triples) of theNELL-995KnowledgeGraph to 26 times larger
than its original size.
5.3. Results for fCorrectness and fCorrectness,CoverageFor both theNELL-995 andDBped-PKnowledgeGraphs,
the best option of the classic SIC is to use combination M-
R-E, fromwhich we observe that the M-method provides the
R-method with a set of schema-correct triples, and this helps
the R-method to produce also a good set of schema-correct
triples. The good performance of combination M-R-E is,
therefore, not only caused by a good combination of differ-
ent triple producers, but also through the reasoning process
in the M-method that utilizes the schema of a Knowledge
Graph to infer new schema-correct triples.

As for the MapReduce SIC, for the DBped-P Knowledge
Graph, all combinations consistently score > 0.70 point for
the metric fCorrectness. The highest score (0.94) is achievedby combinationR-E-M. There are three reasonswhy the com-
bination R-E-M (in the MapReduce SIC) performs better in
terms of fCorrectness compared to the combinationM-R-E (in
classic SIC):

• At each iteration, both the R-method in MapReduce
SIC (RuLES) and the E-method in MapReduce SIC
(TransC) produce more schema-correct triples com-
pared to the R-method in classic SIC (RUMIS) and
the E-method in classic SIC (TransE).

• At each iteration, on average the classic SIC produces
a higher number of schema-correct triples (460,654
triples), compared toMapReduce SIC (320,817 triples).

However, as the number of iterations required for the
combination M-R-E of classic SIC (only 3) is far less
than the number of iterations required for the combi-
nation R-E-M of MapReduce SIC ( which is 44), the
combination R-E-M produces in total 13,212,697 new
schema-correct triples. The reason why the combi-
nation R-E-M in MapReduce SIC can reach 44 iter-
ations, is because by applying the MapReduce algo-
rithm to our SIC approach, each triple producer in the
Map phase at each iteration will focus on expanding
different parts of the initial Knowledge Graph.

As for the NELL-995 Knowledge Graph, our MapRe-
duce SIC approach only achieves 0.35 points for the metric
fCorrectness. This result is not in line with what the MapRe-
duce SIC approach achieved for the DBped-P Knowledge
Graph. It can be explained through a closer analysis of the
NELL-995KnowledgeGraph itself. In contrast to theDBped-
P Knowledge Graph, the NELL-995 Knowledge Graph has
a richer TBox. It usually contains descriptions with various
object property characteristics, such as functional, transitive,
symmetric, asymmetric, reflexive, and irreflexive. For the
NELL-995KnowledgeGraph, TransC, as the triple producer
in ourMapReduce SIC approach, produces less schema-correct
triples. On average in every iteration, only 24% of all new
triples produced are schema-correct. If we check the schema-
incorrect triples that are produced by TransC, we find that
the majority of the schema-incorrect is caused by the func-
tional and irreflexive object property characteristics. Here is
an example:

During an iteration, TransC produced these 3 new triples:
1. <n1962_world_series><Sportsgamewinner><pirates>
2. <n1962_world_series> <Sportsgamewinner> <seat-

tle_mariners>
3. <pirates><teamplaysagainstteam><seattle_mariners>
In the TBox of the NELL-995 Knowledge Graph, we

know that Sportsgamewinner is a functional object property
characteristic. We also know that teamplaysagainstteam is
an irreflexive object property characteristic.

Based on the information from the TBox and from the
3 new triples, a reasoner will report 1,2, and 3 as schema-
incorrect triples. 1 and 2 are incorrect, because a functional
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Table 8
Completion Accuracy for the Single-Pass triple producers

KGs NELL-995 DBped-P
Corr Cov Hav Corr Cov Hav

KB2E-TransE 0.0037 0.0053 0.004 0.18 0.34 0.24
RUMIS 0.36 1.55 0.59 0.59 0.69 0.63
KGE-HAKE 0.12 2.84 0.22 0.34 1.51 0.56
RuLES 1 0.098 0.18 0.99 0.0045 0.0089
HermiT 1 0.30 0.46 1 0.0004 0.0009

object property only allows 1 entity as the tail entity. Mean-
while, 3 is also schema-incorrect, as the reasoner perceives
that pirates and seattle_mariners are the same entity, and
that the same entity cannot be linked by an irreflexive ob-
ject property. RuLES completely outperforms TransC terms
of producing schema-correct triples. Thanks to the reason-
ing mechanism of RuLES, in every iteration of each com-
bination of MapReduce SIC for the NELL-995 Knowledge
Graph, RuLES can produce more than 90% schema-correct
triples (out of all the new triples produced).

In terms of the fCorrectness,Coverage, we observe thatMapRe-
duce SIC consistently outperforms the classic SIC and the
single pass triple producers on all Knowledge Graphs (for
the NELL-995Knowledge Graph, the best combination is R-
M-E and for the DBped-P Knowledge Graph, the best com-
bination is R-E-M).
5.4. Comparison with Sing-pass Triple Producers

Last but not least, Table 8 presents the results of the indi-
vidual triple producer in a single-pass. HermiT and RuLES
produce very good quality triples; however, their coverage
levels are far away from the most competitive triple produc-
ers. Among the individual triple producers, KGE-HAKE is
the best in terms of coverage, for both the tested Knowledge
Graphs. However, the coverage levels fromKGE-HAKE are
significantly (about 9-25 times) worse than the best iterative
approaches discussed earlier.
5.5. Illustration

Table 9 list all subsets of new triples that are produced
by our approach. There are three subsets, which are: (a)
schema-correct, (b) schema-incorrect, and (c) schema-unknown.
As shown in the table, each triple has three components: the
head entity, the object property, and the tail entity. All the
triples in the schema-correct subset meet the following con-
dition: the type of the head or the tail entity is exactly the
required domain or range of an object property. For exam-
ple, the first triple in the first column of table 9 is schema-
correct because the type of the head entity is not disjoint with
the domain of the object property party and the type of the
tail entity is exactly the required range of the object prop-
erty party. As for the schema-incorrect subset, the type of
the head entity or the type of the tail entity is disjoint with
the domain or the range of an object property. For example,
the first triple in the second column of table 9 is schema-
incorrect because the type of the tail entity is disjoint with
the required range of the object property party.

As for the schema-unknown subset, the type of the head

entity or the type of the tail entity is neither disjoint nor the
same with the domain or the range of an object property.
For example, the first triple in the third column of table 9 is
schema-unknown, because the type of the head or the type of
the tail entity is neither disjoint nor the samewith the domain
or the range of the object property party.

6. Related Work
Knowledge Graph completion is studied under the um-

brella of statistical relational learning (SRL) [16] [62]. There
are three main categories of statistical relational learning
methods according to [31] : weighted rule learning, tensor
factorization/Knowledge Graph embedding, and graph ran-
dom walk.

The idea of a Knowledge Graph embedding method is to
represent an entity as a k-dimensional vector h (or t ) and to
define a scoring function fr (h , t ) in order to measure the
plausibility of the triplet (h, r, t) in the embedding space. The
representations of entities and relations are obtained by min-
imizing a global loss function involving all entities and re-
lations. Different Knowledge Graph embedding algorithms
often differ in their scoring function, transformation and loss
function [38, 75, 7, 49].

A rule learning method only selects specific relations
from the ABox of a Knowledge Graph as their point of in-
terest in expanding the graph. This method will choose the
relations that are composed of other relations. Based on
these relations, this method will produce a pattern of the
form ℎ(X, Y ) ← p(X,Z); q(Z, Y ). Furthermore, a rule
created according to this pattern will be used for producing
new triples. Very recently, [25] uses the feedback from a
Knowledge Graph embedding method to improve the qual-
ity of the learned rules. As a result, [25] has higher quality
completion when compared to any Knowledge Graph com-
pletion method that only uses a Knowledge Graph embed-
ding model. However, since this method only considers cer-
tain relations, the quality of an expanded Knowledge Graph
is uneven. Different rule learning algorithms often differ in
their type of rule or the mechanism to produce the rules [22],
[72], [81]. All methods in statistical relational learning are
aiming only for higher performance in link prediction. Our
approach, on the other hand, focuses on adding more triples
into a Knowledge Graph and dealing with the correctness of
these new triples.

In the last few years, combining the Knowledge Graph
embedding and rule learningmethods as a completionmethod
has been investigated. Guo [20] pioneered this method by
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Algorithm 5 Approximate consistency checking algorithm
1: function APR(Inputs: IKG,IJP,Outputs: �IKG,�IKG,�IKG)
2: for each pattern in IJP_1 do
3: relation, domain, list of Disjoint Classes ← split IJP_1 lines
4: for each line in IKG do
5: headEntity ← split IKG lines
6: if (headEntity in the list of DisjointClasses) then
7: �IKG ← line of IKG
8: else
9: �IKG ← line of IKG
10: end if
11: end for
12: end for
13: for each pattern in IJP_2 do
14: relation, range, list of Disjoint Classes ← split IJP_2 lines
15: for each line in IKG do
16: tailEntity← split IKG lines
17: if (tailEntity in the list of DisjointClasses) then
18: �IKG ← line of IKG
19: else
20: �IKG ← line of IKG
21: end if
22: end for
23: end for
24: for each pattern in IJP_3,IJP_4,IJP_6,IJP_7 do
25: relation ← split IJP lines
26: for each line in IKG do
27: predicate ← split IKG lines
28: if (predicate == relation from one of the IJP files) then
29: �IKG ← line of IKG
30: end if
31: end for
32: end for
33: for each line in IKG do
34: predicate, head, tail ← split IKG line
35: if (predicate in IJP_5) then
36: if headEntity==tailEntity then
37: �IKG ← line of IKG
38: end if
39: end if
40: if (predicate in IJP_8) then
41: check whether the head and tail appear more than 1 in IKG
42: if more than 1 then
43: �IKG ← line of IKG
44: end if
45: end if
46: end for
47: �IKG ← IKG - �IKG - �IKG
48: return �IKG, �IKG , �IKG
49: end function

generating the rules from a domain knowledge to further
refine the inference results given by TransE. The work by
[20] is implemented in KALE [22] (a framework for jointly
embedding Knowledge Graphs and rules) and RUGE (Rule-
Guided Embedding) [23] that are embeddingmethods where

triples of a Knowledge Graph and rules are embedded in a
joint framework. For ITerE, which is described in ([83]), the
authors point out that their iterative combination can address
the sparsity problem for embedding learning and also the ef-
ficiency problem for rule learning. SoLE [82] improved on
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Table 9
Sets of Newly Produced Triples

schema-correct schema-incorrect schema-unknown
Terrence_Murphy_(chiropractor) party Gheorghe_Tatarescu party Tony_Roman party
Freedom_and_Solidarity Kingdom_of_Romania All_India_Majlis-e-Ittehadul_Muslimeen
Yvon_Levesque successor Sydney_Irving country New_Right_(Netherlands) colour
Deepak_Obhrai Georgy_Malenkov Gunnar_Strang
Francesco_Rutelli party Geneva mayor Wolfern Rahmon_Nabiyev primeMinister
Colombian_Liberal_Party Yen_Chia-kan
Sandra_Kalniete party Jim_Fulghum country For_the_Autonomies award
Peruvian_Nationalist_Party Sergey_Menyaylo Reform_Party_(Norway,_1974)
Cadwallader_Colden successor Mauritius internationalAffiliation Vasile_Pintea mergedIntoParty
Milt_Harradence Nazi_Germany New_Generation_Party

the previous work (KALE, RUGE, and ITerE) by perform-
ing forward chaining inference over rules and injecting the
logical background knowledge of rules into embeddings. All
of these combination of methods have succeeded in achiev-
ing good performance in link prediction tasks. However, the
metrics that they used for link prediction (HITS and Mean
Rank) are designed only for a static Knowledge Graph and
are not suitable for measuring the coverage and the correct-
ness metric of an expanding/growing Knowledge Graph.

To enrich the embedding process, many researchers in
the field of the Knowledge Graph embedding consider addi-
tional information such as entity types ([21]), relation paths
([37]), textual information ([79]), entity attributes ([78]), tem-
poral information ([18]), logical rules ([22]), as well as the
schema of the Knowledge Graph ([9],[40],[13]). We high-
light here the last group since it is very related to our ap-
proach. Embeds ([9]) enrich their embedding model by con-
sidering ontological information in the form of schema ax-
ioms, such as: subclassof, subproperty, isA, domain and range.
TransC ([40]) is based on a novel method in this schema-
oriented embedding by representing the concepts, instances,
and relations differently in the vector spaces. Cose ([13]) is
the first method in the field of Knowledge Graph embedding
that embeds and completes only the schema of a Knowledge
Graph. Compared to Embeds, TransC, and Cose, our ap-
proach deals with a wider range of schema axioms, such as
symmetric relation, aysmmetric relation, irreflexive, domain
range, disjointness and hierarchy. Our approach also utilizes
the schema of a Knowledge Graph to decide whether a new
fact is correct or not.

Several more recent methods use external information
such as textual information [37] and logical information/rules
[10], [75] to improve their performance in the link prediction
task. However, none of these methods guarantee that an ex-
panded Knowledge Graph is consistent with the ontological
schema of the original Knowledge Graph.

Farber et al. [11] investigates the consistency of Knowl-
edge Graphs. However, unlike our approach, they focus on
concept assertion and datatype properties, rather than rela-
tion assertion and object properties.

Error detection is another important related topic. Some
existing work aims to detect errors in Knowledge Graphs
by various means, such as using outlier detection methods

[76], using learned axioms [41], using axioms from an exter-
nal ontology [57], or cross-checking with other Knowledge
Graphs [39]. Lertvittayakumjorn et al. [36] suggest to auto-
matically correct the detected range violations under closed
world semantics.

7. Discussions and Future Works
In this paper, we investigated the importance of the prob-

lem of schema-aware KnowledgeGraph completion and pro-
posed an iterative and schema-aware approach for Knowl-
edge Graph completion. In this approach, semantic reason-
ers play a dual role: (1) a reasoner is used as a triple pro-
ducer, applying materialisation to both TBox and ABox, and
(2) another reasoner is used for correctness checking, using
the TBox as well as SHACL constraints, to check the quality
of triples that are produced by triple producers other than the
materialisation reasoner.

Interesting, our experimental results show that the exist-
ing correctness notion based on the silver standard is highly
questionable. Instead, we propose a new notion of correct-
ness that is based on the Knowledge Graph schema. As
far as we know, this is the first approach to applying both
consistency checking and SHACL constraints as correctness
checking for knowledge graph completion. We found out
that the schema-correctness of TransE over NELL-995 is
less than 1%. In a sense, this is not very surprising, as there
are already some theoretical analysis suggesting that the trans-
lation based approaches, such as TransE, have limited ex-
pressiveness. For example, Kazemi and Poole [32] show that
translation based methods are not fully expressive, only able
to represent restricted forms of relations. Gutierrez-Basulto
and Schockaert [24] show that translation based methods
cannot properly capture simple rules. Our experimental re-
sults pragmatically confirm such theoretical analysis, at least
for the case of TransE.

Another insight is that, despite the issue of expressive-
ness, embedding based triple producers can still be help-
ful should we use them properly. After showing the limi-
tations of translation based methods, Gutierrez-Basulto and
Schockaert[24] further show that even the bilinear models,
such as DisMult [80] and SimplE [24], are severely lim-
ited when representing subsumption or equivalence between
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relations. This indicates that embedding based triple pro-
ducers might have limited capability in terms of represent-
ing schema of Knowledge Graphs. Our analysis of embed-
ding based triple producers (E-methods) shows that they can
produce a lot of triples (including many incorrect ones). if
used properly, they can help solve the cold start problem of
rule learning based triple producers. Indeed, we have shown
that different Knowledge Graph completionmethods (i.e., E-
methods, R-methods, M-methods) can work with each other
and help overcome individual limitations. In fact, our ex-
periments show that some iterative sequential combinations
might have significantly better correctness and coverage ra-
tios than other combinations.

Our overall goals are ambitious. We not only aim to
make sure that the triple producers can produce schema-correct
triples, we also aim to produce asmany schema-correct triples
as possible. To properly measure these two targets, we have
proposed the correctness ratio (for schema-correctness) and
the coverage ratio (for productivity) as the main measures.
We conducted extensive experiments on theKnowledgeGraphs
of NELL-995 and DBpedia-Politic. We find out that the R-
M-E and R-E-M iterative combinations outperform all the
other iterative combinations. As for single-pass triple pro-
duces, RUMIS (an R-method) has the best overall perfor-
mance, within the tested triple producers. The best itera-
tive combinationmethods outperformRUMIS on both tested
Knowledge Graphs, demonstrating amazing coverage ratios
of 26.41 in the case of NELL-995 and 39.11 in the case
of DBpedia-Politic. In other words, these methods produce
20-40 times of schema-correct triples compared to the set
of non-incorrect triples within the original input Knowledge
Graphs.

There are many potential paths for future work.
• Firstly, it would be interesting to use our proposed

schema-aware evaluation framework to evaluate some
state of the art KnowledgeGraph completionmethods,
such as AnyBURL [42] and TuckER [5]. Given that
the silver standard approach is highly questionable,
it seems necessary to re-evaluate Knowledge Graph
completion methods using our proposed correctness
and coverage ratios.

• Secondly, it might be an idea to further restrict our
notion of correctness. Even though the the quality of
schema-correct triples are a lot better than the schema-
incorrect ones, it does not mean that all the schema-
correct triples are actually correct [12], since schema
could be largely incomplete. One straight forward ap-
proach is to further include more SHACL constraints,
in addition to the domain and range constraints con-
sidered in this paper. There might be some room for
further theoretical analysis of correctness too.

• Thirdly, we want to extend or adapt our framework to
better understand the connection among approximate
Knowledge Graph reasoning [52], uncertain reason-
ing for KnowledgeGraphs [68, 61, 67] andKnowledge

Graph embedding based reasoning, such as [15]. In-
deed, our iterative methods can be seen as some kind
of hybrid aporoxiamte Knowledge Graph reasoning
methods, by combining logic based, embedidng based
and rule learning based methods.

• Furthermore, it might be interesting to see how our
proposed framework can be applied in some dynamic
settings, such as reasoning [63] and learning [34, 29]
for streamKnowledgeGraphs, incremental Knowledge
Graph completion [42], and temporal KnowledgeGraph
completion [14].

• Last but not least, given the quality of schema-correct
triples are better than the schema-incorrect ones, it
would be interesting to see if one can apply them to
help improve the performance in downstream applica-
tions, such as search [53], recommendation [73] and
knowledge based NLP tasks, such as entailment graph
construction [27] and knowledge based fake news de-
tection [28].
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